
ON DEFORMATIONS OF LAGRANGIAN FIBRATIONS

DAISUKE MATSUSHITA

ABsTRAcT. Let X be an irTeducible symplectic manifold and Def(X) the Kuranishi family. Assume that X

admits a Lagiangian fibration. We prove that there exig. ts a smooth hypersurface H of Def(X) such that the

res. niction family .9.f Å~D,f{x} H admits a family of Lagrangian fibrations over H.

1. INTRODUCTION

  A compact Kahler manifold X is said to be symplectic if X carries a holomorphic symplectic form.

Moreover X is said to be irreducible symplectic if X satisfies the following two properties:

   (1) dimHO(X.stft) = 1 and;

   (2) zi(X)-{1}.

A suljective morphism between Ktihler spaces is said to be fibration if it is suljective and has only con-

nected fibres. A fibration from a symplectic manifold is said to be Lagmngian if a general fibre is a

Lagrangian submanifold. The plainest example of an irreducible symplectic is a K3 surface. An elliptic

fibration from a K3 surface gives an example of a Lagrangian fibration. It is expected that a K3 sur-

face and an irreducible symplectic manifold share many geometric properties. Let S be a K3 surface and

g : S - Pi an elliptic fibration. Kodaira proves that there exists a smooth hypersurface Hs in the Kuranishi

space Def(S) of S which has the following three properties:

   (1) The hypersurface Hs passes the reference point.

   (2) For the Kuranishi family .Y of S, the base change .S7 xD,f(s) Hs admits a surjective morphsim

       over Ph, . Moreover they satisfy the following diagram:

                                tST Å~ Def(s) Hs . Pk,

                                     l/

                                    Hs•

   (3) The original fibration g coincides with the restriction of the above diagram over the reference

       point. The restriction of the diagram over a every point of Hs gives an elliptic fibration.

The following is the main theorem, which induces a hjgher dimensional analog of the above statement.

THEOREM 1.1. LetX be an irreducible holomorphic symptectic mam:tlold and .f{r - Def(X) the Kuran-

ishifamily ofX. Asstune that X admits a Lagrangianfibration f : X . B over a projective variet), B. Let

L be a line b"ndle which is a pull back ofan ample line bundle on B. 7hen we have a smooth hypersuij7ace

H ofDef(X) and a line bundle Y on .S{r Å~D,f(x) H which satisfies thefollowing twoproperties:

   (1) 7he hypersuiface H passes the referencepoint.

   (2) The nestriction ofY to X is isomorphic to L.

   (3) For the projection z : .glr Å~ D,f(x) H - H, R'z*.Eie is locallyfreefor every i.
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COROLLARY 1.2. Let f: X →B be as in Theorem 1.1.日々 alsolet L be a pull back of a veηample line 

buncle of S. The symbols π，fr, H and .:£ denote same otゲectsas in Theorem 1.1. Then there exists a 

附 rphismfH：ダ×Def(X)H→JP（π事.：£）.Together with π，的の’formthe following diagram: 

fr×Def{X)H土－ JP（π• .:£) 

π↓ ／ ／／  

H, 

The orginal jibration f coincides with the restriction of the above diagram over the rφrence point. The 

restriction of the diagram over a every point of H gives a Lagrangian fibration. 

REMARK 1ふ IfX be an irreducible sy抑 制icmanifold. Assume that X admits a surjective morphism 

f :X →S such t加tf has connected舟附andOく dimsくdimX.Jf X and Sare prorective or X and 

S are smooth and Kahler then f is Lagrangian over a pro;ective base S by [8], [9] and [5, Proposition 

24.8]. 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let f: X→B and L be as in Theorem 1.1.恥 denoteby A a general fiber off. Then 

there exists a smooth hypersu抑ceHof Def(X) such that 

(l) The base change Z×Def{X) H carries the line bundle .:£ on Z×Def{X) H whose restiction to the 

fibre over the reference po加 isiso，胸中hicto L 

(2) The relative Douady space D( fr /Def(X)) of the morphism身”→ Def(X)is smooth at A. 

(3) Let D( fr /Def(X) )A be 脚 irreduciblecomponent of D( fr /Def(X)) which contains A. The 

image of御 inducedmorphism D( fr /Def(X) )A→Def(X) coinc地 swithH. 

Proof of Proposition2.l. (l) By [6, (l.14)], there exists a universal deformation (fr,.:£) of the pair 

(X,L). The parameter space of the universal family forms a smooth hypersurface Hof Def(X). The 

hypersurface Hand the line bundle.:£ satisfy the assertion (l) of Proposition 2.1. 

(2) Let D（ダ／Def(X))be the relative Douady space of the morphism fr→ Def(X). Since A is smooth 

and Lagrangian, D(!r /Def(X)) is smooth at A by [11, Theorem 0.1]. 

(3) We need the following Lemma. 

LEMMA 2ふ LetX, Land A be as in Propositon 2.1. For an ele附 ntz of H1(X,il.l-). the restriction 

zlA = O in H1 (A,n1）グqx(z,L)= 0, w舵reqx is the Beauvi/, 

Proof. Letσbea k邑hlerclass of X. It is enough to prove that 

zσn-1Ln=z2a'叫 Ln=O,

where 2n = dimX. By [3, Theorem 4.7], we have the following equation; 

、F1
 

（
 

cxqx(z+sσ＋rLr = (z+sa+tL）初，

wheres and tare indeterminacy and ex is a constant only depending on X. By the assumption, 

cxqx(z+sσ＋1Lr = cx(qx(z) +s2qx（σ） +2sqx(z，σ）＋2stqx（σ，L)r. 
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If we comp訂ethe s" 1tn制 ds"-21n terms of the both hand sides of the above equation (1), we obtain the 

assertions. 口

We go back to the proof of the ass聞 ion(3) of Proposition 2.1. Let j: H2(X,C)→H2(A,C) be the 

natural induced mo叩hismby the inclusion A→X. We denote by Lx the intersection of H2(X,Q) and the 

orthogonal spaαof Ker(j) with附 pectto出eBeauville-Bogomolov働 Fujikiform. Since A is Lagrangian, 

the image of the natural projection D（ダ／Def(X))A→ Def{X)is a smooth proper suban必yticspaceぬ
of Def(X) by [11, 0.1 Theorem]. Mor船 ver,the family over HA perserves the subspace Lx of NS(X) 0母
by [11, 0.2 Coron的］.The伽 ge詰tspace of品 isKer(j) = Ker{H1(X,Ok} → H1{A,Q~）｝ by [II, 

0.1宝石eorem].Let Ll. b号制 orthogonalspace of Lin H1(X,O}) with恥 Beauville-Bogomolov-Fujiki

form. We note that L J. is tha tangent space of H at the reference point. By Lemma 2.2, Lよiscontained in 

Ker(j). This implies that Ker(j）口Ll.. Moreover Lx is spaned by L, b桔causethe Beai』ville-Bogomolov幅

F吋ikiform is nondegen】e削at巴.Since H is the universal fan向。fthe 阿r(X,L), we obtain that HA c H. 
Comparing the dimension of the tangent spaces, we have HA = H. 口

PROPOSITION 2ふ Let&:,Def(X), 2 and H be as in Proposition 2.1，階。lsolet企bea附 itdisk in H 

which has the following two properties: 

(1) I! passes the rφrence point of Def(X). 

(2) For a very general point t of I!, the Picard number of the fibre ~ of 1t overt is one. 

7五esymbols 名，ねandぬ denotethe base change&: XHム向inducedmorphism品→Aand the 

restriction 2 to &:fi, respecti切ら1.Then 

Ri{xA)*!C'A, 

are locally free for all i at the r俳rencepoint. 

Proof. For a point u of I!, .;r,, and Z., denote the fibre ofね overu and the restriction of !&'A to !Z"u, 

respectively. We consider whether !&'A has the following property: 

(2) For every u -f o, Z.. is semi畑 pie

If !C'u has the above property, the assertion of Proposition 2.3 follows from [10, Coroll町 3.14].To prove 

it, we need the following two lemmata. 

LEMMA 2.4. For a verアgeneralpoint u ofムZuis semi-ample. 

Proof. We st出 withproving the following claim. 

Ct.AIM 2.5. There exists a dominant meromorphたmapφ：お…φBusuch t加ta general fibre ofφis 

compact, Bu is a Kahler manifold and dim Bu > 0. 

Proof. We use the notation as in 針。，position2.1. By Propositon 2.1 (2), there exists a smooth open 

neighborhood V of A in D{ &: ／刷（X)).LetD(!Z"u) be the iπeducible叩 mponentof D(!Z" /Def{X)) XH 

{u} which intersects V. We note that D(.;ru) is an irreucible component of the Douady spa田 of 身~－

We take a resolution D（筑，）～吋D（お） and denote by U （瓜）… thenormalization of U（必） Xo（九）

町広）～， whereU(!l;,) is the universal family over D（広，）.We also denote by by p and q the natural 

projections U ( .;r,,）～→広eand U（ぬ）～→D(tl:u ）~. The relations of these objects are summerized in 

the following diagr冨m:
p 

.;r,,二一－ U(.;r,,) ~ー－ U（おγ

D（丸）＋一一 D(!Z"uγ
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Let a be a point of ~u· We define the subvarieties G;(a) ofお by

Go:=a 

G;+t := p(q 1(q(p 1(G;(a))))) 

We also define 

G国 （a):= ~ G;(a). 
1=0 

Let B（お） be白eBarlet space of ~u· By [I, Theoreme A訂，仏（a)is compact for a general point a 

of お andthere exi蜘 ameromorphic mapφ ：筑→ B（広，） whose general fibre is G=(a). By [3, 

(5.2）τ'heorem], B（お） is of class <ef. Hence出ereexists an embedded resolution B（お）～→B（お）

of the image of φwhose proper transformation is smooth and k詰hler.We denote by Bu血Eproper 

transformation. The composition map 

~u -+Im（φ）一＋Bu

gives the desired meromorphic map if the image ofφis not a point. Hence we show thatφis not a 

trivial. Let a be a general point of~ •. Then G1 (a) is a complex torus. Moreover G1 (a) is a Lagrangian 

submanifold of ~.百us D（お） is smooth at G1(a) and its dimension is half of those of .2~. The 

normal bundle of G1 (a) is the direct sum of the trivial bundles. Therefore p is locally isomorphic in a 

neighborh叫 ofp-1 ( G 1 (a)) and p is generically fini紙 Ifp is bimeromorphic, then 仏（a)=G1(a)and

we are done. If pis not bi meromorphic, we consider the branch locus of the Stein factorization of p. Since 

~u is smooth, the branch locus defines an e釘ectivedivisor E of ~u· We will prove that G=(a）内£＝ 0

if a is general. Since the Picard number of ~ is one, 2"u and E should be numerically propotional.百 e

pull back p泳2';,is叩 merically住ivialon fibres of q. Hence the restiction of 2"u to G1 (a) is a numerically 

trivial bundle if a is general. Therefore q(p 1(£)) =f D（お）～.This implies伽 t£nG1(a)=0fora 

general point a of~. Since Eis e仔ective,E is nef. By [IO, Lemma 2.15], there exists an e町民tive

Q-divisor E' on D( ~）～ such that 

p*E = q*E'. 

Hence G開 （a)nE = 0 if G1(a) nE = 0. 

We go back to由eproof of Lemma. By blowing ups and flattening, we have the following diagram: 

v 

~u~ー筑－－－ !!;, －二三科

r l↓r 'I 
Bu=Bu~ー－ B';;=B';;,

where 

(1）筑→ ~u is a resolution of indeteminancy ofφ． 
(2）ダ→筑 andB＇；；→ Buare bimeromo叩1hic.

(3) B';; is smooth and Kahler. 

(4）勾→B';;is flat. 

(5）筑→筑 is出enormalization. 

口

We denote by v and r the induced morphisms 悦→ ~uand 筑→ B';;, respectively. The proof consists 

of three steps. 

Step 1. We prove that B';; is projective. Since B';; is Kahler, it is enough to prove that dimH°(B';;, 02) = 

0. We deriv巴acontradiction assuming that dimH°(B';;, 02) > 0. Under this assumption, there ex-

ists a holomorphic 2-form won B';;. The pull back r*w defines a degenerate holomorphic 2-form on 
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料． On the other hand，が（税，n2）ささが（~，n2) because vis biration必and~ is smooth. れenc記

dimH°（筑，Q2)=I叩 dit should be generated by a generically nondegenerate holomorphic 2船fonn.

That is a contradiction. 

Step 2. We prove that Zu is nef. This is [2, 3.4 Theorem]. For the convinience of readers, we copy 

their arguments. By [7, Proposition 3.2) it is enoght to prove that Jf,,.C 2: 0 for every effective curve of 

広ド Sincethe Beaむville四Bogomolov曲 Fujikiform q＿，，.~ is器開批：generateand defined over H2(!1:,,ぬ｝，

th er官 existsan isomorphic 

I :Hl,I （皮~， <C)R → H2n-l,2nぺ（X°u,<C)R

such白紙

q.~~ （2"u,1-1([CJ)) = Zu.C. 

If q(Zu,z) i= 0 for an element z of H1・1 （品店）， then there exists a rational number d such that q（品＋

dz) > 0. By [6, Corollary 3珂，thisimplies thatお isprojective.明mtis a contradiction. Thus Zu.C = 0 

for every curve C. 

St叩 3. Let M be a very ample divisor on B'",;. We prove that there exists a rational number c such that 

Jf,,～Qcv.r*M. 

It is enough to prove that 

q:flム（v.r*M）なたqぬ（Zu)= qι（v.r*M,Zu) = 0. 

Since X"u is non pr＇ゆctive,q ，，.~（v.r*M)::; 0 and q,:r,.(Zu)::; 0 by [6, Corollary 3札 Onthe other hand, 

q.-f~ （Jf,,）と 0because Jf,, is nef.花 elin容器rsys鎗mIr* Ml contains members M1 and M2 such th昌tM1nM2

has a codimension two. By the definition 

q：賀川戸川＝j(v.r*M)2an-l(;n 1, 

whereσis a symplectic form on ~.τ'hus q，，，ム（v.r*M）三0.Thereforeqx.(v.r*M) = q(Zu) = 0. Since 
v.r*M isefたctivea詰djf,,isnef,qぷv.r*M，乏生｝三0.Againむy［吾，CoroII滋y3.8], q,'1;,,(v.r*M÷Zu)S 

0. Thusq且.（v,r*M,Zu)= 0 and we are done. 

St叩 4. We prove that Jf,, is semi-ample. By [10, Remark 2.11.1) and (10，刊叩rem5.5), it is enough 

to prove that there exists a nef and big divisor M’on B'",; such that 

v* Zu～Q r*M’ 

By Step 2 and Step 3, v• Zu～Q r*M－トEe;E;where £; are v-exceptional divisors and e; are positive 

rational numbers. By Step 2, Ee;E; is nef for every irreducible component of every fibre of r. By [IO, 

Lemma 2.15], there exists a Q-effective divisor Mo such that 

工e;E;= r*Mo・

If we put M' := M +Mo, we are done. 

口

LEMMA 2.6. If Zu is semi-ample for wηgeneral point u ofムthenZu is semi-ample for every uヂo.

Proof Let A{k) be an open set of A which has the following two properties: 

(1）ゑ!l!'fkis locally会官官．

(2) 2"／／⑧ k(u） 銭 H°（~， 2"41.:tJ•
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We also define 

ゲ：＝ {uε.6.;p（広，）口！.｝，

where a;, is the fibre over u and p （ ~u) stands for the Picard number of皮LWe fix a compact set K of 

.6. which contains the reference point. Then K ¥(Kn .6.(k)) consists of fini包 points.Thus 

LJ (K¥Kn.6.(k)) 

consists of countable infinite points. Hence 

（ふ（k））…川
主おおi I 

Thus there exists a poi時tto of .6. and an integer k such that 

ば（π，.，）宇品→ぬ

is surjective on広0・Thisimplies that the sup附 Zof the cokernel sheaf of屯（ir，.，）.ぬ→2',.,is a proper 

closed subset of r,.,. Hence .5t',, is semi-ample if uε企＼π（Z). 0 

We complete the proof of Proposition 2.3. む

Proof of1百eorem1.1.日yProposition 2.1, there exists a smooth hypersurface H of Def(X) and a line 

bundle 2' which have the properties of (l) and (2) of Theorem 1.1. Assume that R切キ2 is not locally 

free. We define the functionψ（t) as 

＠ヤ） := dimH；（~， .,2fi} 

where広 isthe fibre ofπovert and$, is the restriction of 2' to広．百1巴n

ψ（o) ＞ψ（t), 

where o is the reference point and tis a general point of H. The Picard number of a fibre ~over a very 

general point of H is one.日関係thereexists a unit di主主企suchthat oεA and the Pie畠rdnumber of a very 

抑制 fibreof the induced morphsim r X H .6.→企isone. By h 戸sition2ムRi（π.，.，）.込 islocally 

free for every i. This implies thatψ（o) ＝伊（t).That is a contradiction. 口
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